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On April 14, I will be presenting alongside my fellow commissioning agent,
Nate Goodell at the 14th Annual New York State Green Building Conference
at the Oncenter in Syracuse, NY. We will discuss the importance of
commissioning buildings, especially how crucial it is for a Net Zero project
and share home-run situations where commissioning amplifies the gains
from standard energy efficiency measures. I’ll also be presenting with
architect Anthony Catsimatides on the design of an affordable housing
project and community center that has a neighborhood distributed closed
loop geothermal system which Taitem is designing. Ian Shapiro will also be
at the conference on Friday to sign copies of his new book, Energy Audits
and Improvements for Commercial Buildings.

Speaking of Ian, he recently accepted a position on a NYSERDA committee
that will develop a “stretch” code for New York, one that increases the energy efficiency
requirements. Stay tuned for more information on that! In addition, if you want to learn more about
how to achieve net zero for your building project join Ian at the Net Zero Building Workshop
in Ithaca on May 9-10, 2016 (details on page 4).
Our collaboration with Avangrid (NYSEG) is moving along steadily. We are collaborating to develop
details for a Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) demonstration project that will explore how the
involvement and support of NYSEG can help communities meet their energy goals.
Taitem is also working with the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) on the Green Property
Needs Assessment Tool. We just got word that the Park Foundation has approved our planning
grant to set up a community solar project that will benefit low-income people and enable people
with barriers to employment to gain access to the benefits of solar energy.

Having just returned from a gathering of the Amicus Solar Cooperative, it was encouraging to be
part of such an engaged and caring group of people working in North America to reduce our
reliance on fossil fuels. I am proud to be part of the effort that will make our world a livable place
for my new granddaughter, Norah Vogel!

...our growing family
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Solar happenings
Among our other commissioning
services, Taitem provides solar pile
testing for PV installers, business
owners and our own installs. Here
are just some of the benefits of
testing the piles that support a
ground-mounted solar array :

Our new warehouse space

Our solar PV services continue to
grow. In addition to our solar install
services, we provide electrical and
structural design as well as
commissioning services for PV
installers throughout the Northeast.
Taitem provided structural and
Ulysses Philomathic—light up the library
electrical design support for a 400
kW ground mount install at
Upstate Door in Warsaw, NY.
We recently completed a 46kW
install for the Ulysses Philomathic
Library in Trumansburg, NY. This
will pave the way for other libraries
in surrounding counties to consider
the benefits of solar energy.

Installing in the snow

We also completed a 41kW install
at the Longhouse Cooperative in
Ithaca, NY. The array beautifully
follows the contours of the ground
where it was installed.

Reduce system cost. Tests can be
used to evaluate multiple design
options.
Reduce embedment depth. Fine
tune embedment depth, increase
pile spacing, and tailor the design to
the site

Identify problems early. Testing a
few piles prior to rack fabrication
allows time for correction.
Peace of mind. Ensure financial
backers, designers and owners that
the installed system meets design
standards and is built to last.

Testing solar piles

We moved in to our new
warehouse space in Lansing, NY.
Tony Henderson, our PV
operations coordinator,
organized the space superbly. The
team is happy to have more room
to store incoming solar panels.

The view behind the solar panels

Taitem awarded top honors from NYSERDA
The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) honored the top three New York solar PV installers who
consistently earned the highest quality ratings at the NY
Regional Home Performance Conference.
Taitem’s David Tedeyan and Nick Kirk won two of the three awards.
In presenting the awards, NYSERDA’s Director of Residential
Programs, Karen Hamilton stated, “We have many excellent installers
in the NY-Sun program, but today
we would like to recognize three
installers who consistently provide
the highest levels of quality to their
residential customers.”
Dave Tedeyan said that the award
reflects a team effort. “It is the
[Taitem] crew whose hard work and
skills have earned this for us, and
the department as a whole for
focusing on quality over
quantity.”

saves money and
protects your
investment
www.taite . o

Q&A with Aeroseal expert Evan Hallas, CEM
In February, Aeroseal won the International Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration
Exposition (AHR) Product of the Year Award. We sat down with Senior Energy Analyst
and Aeroseal Operations Manager Evan Hallas to learn more about Aeroseal duct sealing.

Q: What exactly is Aerosealing?
A: Aeroseal is an innovative duct-sealing technology that

provides a cost-effective solution to duct leakage
problems and improves the comfort, indoor air quality, and
energy efficiency of buildings.

The Aeroseal process is basically a duct leakage test with
the addition of a polymer sealant. Air escaping through a
leak carries the polymer sealant to the leak where it adheres until the leak is
closed. Leaks up to 5/8” can be sealed from the inside without needing to
physically locate them.

Baker Lab, Cornell
University
Reduced duct
leakage by

89%

Q: When should I consider sealing the ducts in my home/building?
A: All ductwork has some amount of leakage. Rooms that are difficult to

heat or cool in a home or other building often indicate air duct leakage.
Similarly, difficulties achieving proper airflows at exhaust, supply, or return
vents is often a sign of significant duct leakage. If you have ductwork
located in unconditioned spaces such as basements, attics, or crawlspaces,
there is an even greater benefit to air duct sealing.

Q: How does Aeroseal benefit single family homes?
A: By eliminating duct leakage, heated or cooled air is properly delivered

Arnot Ogden
Medical Center

Reduced duct
leakage

97%

to the desired spaces, keeping occupants comfortable. Duct leakage is also
a source of unwanted containments in the air such as dust, mold, and
possibly even radon. By sealing the
ductwork, indoor air quality is improved.
Eliminating duct leakage means that less conditioned air is escaping
from the building, resulting in a reduction in heating, cooling, or both.

Q: Other than energy savings, what benefits will I see from
sealing ductwork?

A: Most of our Aeroseal work is in commercial buildings. When we seal
exhaust ductwork, a primary benefit is reducing the amount of
unconditioned air leaking into the building that needs to be heated and
cooled. In today’s high-performance buildings, the goal of minimizing
exhaust airflow can only be achieved by eliminating duct leakage.
Sealing supply ductwork has a similar benefit,
plus it improves occupant comfort. For some
systems there are additional savings from a
reduction in required fan power.
Sealing the laboratory ductwork has made an enormous

difference. Air flows are now managed and pressurization is
controlled, helping to dramatically reduce static pressures and energy
usage. We are extremely pleased with the results.
- Lanny Joyce, Director of Utilities & Energy Mgmt., Cornell University

Learn more about Aeroseal—
www.taite . o
Contact Evan at 607-277-1118 x103 or ehallas@taitem.com

Want a brief synopsis
of PACE and REV?

Watch this!

Cornell Tech Residences
Roosevelt Island · New York, NY

You may be working on a project
that qualifies for PACE financing

Energize NY Finance leverages the
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)
structure to provide access to capital,
extended loan terms, transferability, and
other benefits to finance energy
efficiency and renewable energy
upgrades in commercial properties.
The Aeroseal team will seal this new
building, which will be the tallest
Passive House in the world

What does “Reforming the
Energy Vision” mean?

REV is a program led by Governor
Andrew Cuomo that will pursue
transforming the electric utility
business model with the support
of new, clean energy technology.

Montezuma Winery
Seneca Falls, NY

Transforming energy use in buildings—
Ian’s second book hits the shelves

Student Agencies eHub
Ithaca, NY

The book provides a comprehensive guide
to delivering deep and measurable energy
savings and carbon emission reductions in
buildings. Ian has prepared, supervised, and
reviewed over 1,000 energy audits in all
types of commercial facilities and led energy
improvement projects for many more. This
book will help energy managers and energy
auditors transform energy use in the
buildings they serve.

[
Taitem is providing full design
services at 409 College Avenue.
The project aims to create a
collaborative
business
space. our
Want to learn
more about
solar PV projects? Click here or
contact Gordon at
gwoodcock@taitem.com

Want to learn what it takes to
achieve net-zero?
Join Ian as he leads a workshop
on net-zero design. The next
workshop is May 9-10, 2016 at
EcoVillage Ithaca.

[

Taitem will provide the design and
installation services for the winery’s
105kW solar PV system

Congratulations to Taitem founder, Ian
Shapiro on the successful completion of his
second book, Energy Audits and
Improvements for Commercial Buildings.

Check it out...
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